
Since this book has affected all
mankind whether they know it or not,
I felt it was appropriate that we have
a little look at some of the facts that
this theory of Evolution brought with
it to the plant kingdom specifically
Cannabis, and the breeding of it till
the modern day. I also will touch on
an evolutionary theory of my own
with respect to human growers of
cannabis.

In the year 2000, with the use of com-
puters and a lot of man hours the
Human Genotype was deciphered. To
most it was a bundle of letters in vary-
ing order, but to those who follow
genetics it was the day we could see
what Charles Darwin based his life
work on, and never saw. It is one of
the big concepts of the modern times,
and something in the category of
genius.

Darwin, through his study of plants
and animals around the world saw
patterns occurring when certain par-
ent lines got to partner each other.
With his curiosity and analytical mind

The Day
God was replaced...!
One hundred and fifty years ago, a man who I very much admire and spent
my life understanding, sent a shiver through the world with his publication.
He spent 20 years knowing things that went against the fabric of a god fear-
ing society before publishing them. So it was not done without a lot of
thought at the ramifications and implications it would have on Human Kind.
That man was Charles Darwin. The book was entitled `The Origin of Species`.
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he slowly began to test things he saw by collecting seeds
and breeding animals. Basically through this he was lead
into watching for the minuet differences between plants
offspring and why certain traits seemed to prepare species
better to there environment while others lead to extinc-
tion. The term Selection or Selective Breeding arose from
his work and is the basis of all plant and animal species
humans now calls Agriculture. Every person through the
ages who breed livestock or plants have put their Selection
into the fruits and vegetables, cows and chickens etc that
we eat and grow to this day. Species related to Man’s agri-
culture Evolved through individual Selective breeding
down the ages.

Darwin writes;

` The great power of this principle of
selection is not hypothetical. It is 
certain that several of our eminent
breeders have, even within a 
single lifetime, modified to a large
extent their breeds…. `

Cannabis and Cannabis growers have evolved similarly.
Origins of Cannabis lie with the land races of India,
Afghanistan, Thailand, Burma, Malawi, Swaziland and
many more indigenous land races. Those people who trav-
elled and collected seed and brought it back to their home
countries acted like a modern day bumble bee…and slow-
ly hybrids arose from countries and growers who com-
bined traits of certain landraces to traits of other land
races…and Cannabis Hybridization came into being.
Where we stand now is with poly-hybrids which now dom-
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An example of an 18hr light mother room with over 42 different mothers grown for clone production.

Bottom
An example of cutting a clone, hormone powder dip and into rockwool cube to root

inant the markets. They adapt to their grow-
ing environments with the selective process
being continued by each and every grower
who does some hobby breeding.

Growers evolved, technology advanced and
nutrients-specific food developed over time
to cater for Cannabis growers. A diagram
above shows the evolution of the grower
from the beginning to now…according to my
experiences.

Before technology was with us, it was the
simple travelers who forged the beginnings
of Selection of Cannabis hybrids. As our col-
lective knowledge grew and we unraveled
the secrets of the Cannabis plant we stepped
up our selections in different growing medi-
ums and by altering the hours of light to com-
mence onset of flowering. We learned that
plants use certain elements from their medi-
ums for food: more Nitrogen for the growing
phase whilst more Phosphorus /Potassium dur-
ing the flowering stage. We learned that by
keeping the hours of light at 18 or more the
plant remained in the vegetative stage and
continued to grow. However, when the plant
was subjected to 12 hours light or less it went
into the flowering stage and eventually died.
This was a big leap and enabled us to play
with the photo period of the Cannabis plant
to control the size and quickness of flowering

The next big advance was recognizing the
plant in the vegetative stage, could be cloned
to maintain the exact genetic replica of the
original mother plant. We, through knowl-
edge of the plants needs began to play a
God like character, affecting the outcome
and the harvest of Cannabis. Growers then
were able to separate sub species of
Cannabis into sativa and indica, illustrating
the differences of these and combining facets
of both sub Species into new Hybrids.
Diversity of the plant took the shape of all
those growers /breeders who selected for cer-
tain traits. It became apparent that God did
not really influence the plant kingdom any
longer as Evolutionary selection was really in
play. In fact it was those growers who select-
ed their desired seed and plants that manipu-
lated the types of flowers that came to be
known as Cannabis…just like all modern day
plants and grains. Humans had deciphered
those aspects of triggering a plant to do
what they wanted irrespective of the weath-
er and season. 

Indoor grow rooms began to pop up and
people now played Mother Nature or God, to
the plants they cultivated. As our skills
became honed and we understood the slight-
est differences we became ever so specialized
on certain Hybrids. By in-breeding same
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Vietnamese land race

batches of seed with combined traits of land races, we
came up with new plants that would never have been in
existence if we as growers never stepped in and imprinted
out likes and dislikes on a species of plant. Similarly it
occurred with tomatoes to pumpkin and wheat to rye, so it
became a real fact that we had in some way become God-
like in our actions on plants and animals.

Such varietals as Widow, Skunk, Northern lights, Haze and
Afghani became building blocks for these processes of cre-
ating new hybrids. Unlike modern agriculture that had lead
the march on selective breeding and had now taken a turn
to become more specialized in creating high yielding strains
to feed the populations of the world, Cannabis hybrids
grew in diversity. Hybrids of plants best suited for the needs
of certain people were favored and selected while other
plant hybrids became extinct. In the natural world this
would also occur, but the speed it occurs with when
humans interfere with this work meant it was quickening
with every generation of plants. This meant human began
to choose which ones lived and went on to breed with
while others died and became extinct. Humans had
unknowingly taken on the work they assumed God to have
done for the last few million years, but within only 50 years
of humans doing this work our diversity of plants increased
to a level that could never have occurred naturally. We had
become God like entities in our gardens, and now directly
controlled our destiny. 

Charles Darwin did not live long enough to see how well
his theory of the Origin of Species has affected every ele-
ment of the human world. But after 150 years of it being
written and published we can see how important it still is
today. It explains the invisible world of genetic dominance,

survival of a species and adaptation to a species environ-
ment, amongst many other things. He was a man who
noticed small details that made everything different. He
bravely tore his own beliefs apart as his knowledge of
selection grew. His theories showed us that man collec-
tively could control his environment through the under-
standing of details and the selection of his plants.

Darwin writes,

`..as a general rule, it cannot be
doubted that the continued selec-
tion of slight variations, either in the
leaves, the flowers, or the fruit, will
produce races differing from each
other chiefly in these characters.
We are in the years of transition between accepting God
and the Godly nature of Man’s ways through learning,
experiences and knowledge. There will always be room
for religion to help Mankind and teach aspects of
Cultural life and traditional life, but the day Charles
Darwin proposed his Origin of Species was for me the day
God as the almighty was replaced…

Evolutionists stood up to be counted from this day on,
and questions that religion could not previously answer
were now explained with logic and proof. As we roll into
the future we may find that things change and new theo-
ries arise, but for this time in the World, and for me,
Darwin has shone a bright torch in a dark and mysterious
cave once known as God

Ruderalis

An example of Mr Nice Seedbank clones grown under 18 hr fluro light-
ing and mobile


